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ABSTRACT
In this paper we discuss how an e-learning environment
based on Learning Objects can be extended to cope with
testing learners achievements. Provided that the learning
management system is powerful enough to be able to han-
dle complex relationships and process support, we found
that the learning object framework is expressive enough to
encapsulate reusable tests. By leveraging on a workflow
engine, we applied our approach to our Virtual Campus e-
learning platform to automate as much as possible the man-
agement of the test activities, including, as far as possible,
evaluation and score notification.
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1 Introduction

The wide availability of the Internet communication in-
frastructure has opened new opportunities and challenges
for innovative, multimedia, network-wide educational ser-
vices. These services are often provided by a web-based
Learning Management Systems (LMS), that are software
applications able to organize and deploy multimedia and
hypertextual contents according to the educational needs.
In order to increase interoperability among different sys-
tems, a number of standard were proposed both for data
and the system interface. The Learning Technology Stan-
dardization Committee of the IEEE promotes theLearn-
ing Object Metadata(LOM) standard [3], which specifies
a data pattern for describing learning resources through a
standardized vocabulary of the subject domain. According
to this standard, alearning objectis defined as any entity,
digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, educa-
tion, or training. The main goal of a standard like LOM is
that learning resources should be regarded as reusable mul-
timedia content components: each learning object is tagged
with its metadata and LMS can exploit these for searching
or in order to establish relationships among content units.
However, reuse a learning object may mean very different
things, depending on the nature of the learning object it-
self [6]. Reusing slides or notes is certainly very different

from “reusing” a classroom experiment. Sometimes one
wants to reuse just the infrastructure needed to accomplish
some learning objective: for example one could reuse a
computer supported collaborative work application or a tu-
toring avatar. Moreover, one wants often reuse collections
of learning objects as a whole course.

In the “Virtual Campus” project ongoing at Politec-
nico di Milano [11], we addressed the problem of encapsu-
lating generic learning activities as learning objects and we
built a web based infrastructure able to compose them in
coherent workflows [7]. In this paper we will focus on the
particular activity of testing learners achievements. A test-
ing activity involves two roles:learners, who are requested
to perform some task they should have learnt, andinstruc-
tors, who prepare the description of the task and are able
to assess the quality of learner performances. Thus, an ex-
amination session is composed by several activities: a test
has to be prepared by the instructor, it has to be delivered
to learners, and finally the “output” produced by learners
has to be evaluated by the instructor. We wanted to be able
to reuse not just the data instructors used to build their test,
but also the delivery and evaluation infrastructure. In the
examples shown in this paper we will focus on the simple
case in which the evaluation process can be automated by
a computer program. In general we aim at addressing all
the examination activities in which at least some part of the
evaluation activity, for example the marking policy, can be
automated and embodied in a computer program. As an ex-
ample, consider the following scenario: Alice, a computer
science instructor, produces a set of problem statements for
her students. An actual examination is assembled picking
up a number of these statements and delivering them to stu-
dents (possibly, giving a different one to each of them). Al-
ice has produced a set of test cases for each problem state-
ment and she will consider correct any program which is
complaint with them. Moreover, she is going to inspect
manually the code that is not working, in order to asses the
errors. She marks each exercisee with a real numberxe

such that0 ≤ xe ≤ 2 (the higher the better) and the overall
evaluation of a student is the average of the marks in in-
dividual exercises weighted on their difficulty. In order to
help Alice a learning management system should be able to



1. store problem statements,

2. provide infrastructure to aggregate them in examina-
tions

3. deliver an examination to learners

4. collect artefacts produced by learners

5. provide infrastructure to apply the Alice’s evaluation
procedure

6. provide infrastructure to apply the Alice’s marking
policy

Moreover, problem statements, aggregated examinations,
evaluation procedures and marking policies should be
available for different testing sessions.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we
present the problems that arise in encapsulating tests as
Learning Objects, in Section 3 we describe our approach
in the context of Virtual Campus platform. Finally in Sec-
tion 4 we discuss some related works and we draw some
conclusions in Section 5.

2 Learning Objects and Tests

While Learning Objects have been well exploited for
both learning and teaching activities, they were used only
marginally to encapsulate testing material. Encoding a test
within a Learning Object presents some peculiarities that
need special care.

First of all, a test is normally not reused “as is” in or-
der to limit the likeliness of cheating. Thus, reusing a test
needs a small granularity of test material and an infrastruc-
ture that enables the composition of learning objects and
possibly their adaption.

Second, and most important, the testing activity is in-
trinsically acollaborative taskamong instructors and learn-
ers. For this reason the learning management system has to
be able to handle the exchange of data among instructors
and learners, while keeping their work synchronized. Most
systems simplybroadcastthe content to learners, but this
is not enough in the testing context.

Third, instructors would like to store in a Learning
Object not just the text of an exam, but all those repetitive
tasks related to testing. Summarizing the results, evaluat-
ing closed form questions, marking student artifacts, pub-
lishing results, are all activities related to an examination
that are often general enough to be reused in similar tests.
For this, Learning Objects should encapsulate a description
of these tasks: in some sense they should be used to store
computationsand not just data.

Our solution builds on our Virtual Campus environ-
ment. Our system leverages on the power of an underling
workflow management engine in order to provide the no-
tion of process to users [2]. Thus, it is possible to coor-
dinate different activities in coherent collaborative tasks.

Typically, activities produce several artifacts that are ex-
changed among all the actors involved, managed by the
system infrastructure. Moreover, the rich conceptual model
we developed [9] (starting from the LOM specification [3])
enables the use of Learning Objects to store computations
and to relate them to Learning Objects containing data in
a straightforward way. However, despite its ability to build
and manage complex course with many possible learning
paths, the current support for composing tests within the
Virtual Campus environment is still poor: tests are mod-
elled as black box components1. In the following sections
we describe the approach we used.

3 The Evaluation Learning Object

In the Virtual Campus environment instructors define rela-
tionships among Learning Objects. These relationships are
then used to build the learning paths that the workflow en-
gine enacts after a customization process. As far as concern
testing Learning Objects the most important relationships
areIsReqBy , meaning that a Learning Object is required
by an other, andReqOnFailure , meaning that a Learn-
ing Object is required by another when the activity related
to it completes in an unsuccessful state. The Fig. 1 shows
how these relationships can be used to specify aTest Learn-
ing Object.

TheReqOnFailure edge is used to specify which
is the next Learning Object to be studied by a student in
case of test failure. Moreover, we couple every Test Learn-
ing Object with anEvaluation Learning Object, introduc-
ing the new relationEvaluates . Both Learning Objects
provide all that is required to specify a testing activity, the
idea is to confine within the Test Learning Object the spe-
cific content of a test (namely questions data and knowl-
edge on how to evaluate the related answers, not necessar-
ily by using an automated procedure), while the Evaluation
Learning Object should contain all the reusable computa-
tions: the routines for the Virtual Campus environment on
how to collect the learners’ answers (the aforementioned
collaborative tasks among instructors and learners), the al-
gorithms to be used during the automatic evaluations, the
workflow to be used to coordinate the evaluator activities
(when manual assessment is required) and the marking pol-
icy. In this way a teacher that needs to author many tests
about the same subject, has to change only the content
(namely to produce different Test Learning Objects) while
the same Evaluation Learning Object can be reused all the
times. An alternate approach is still possible: the same
Test Learning Object can be used for two or more classes,
but using different Evaluation Learning Objects it is pos-
sible to evaluate differently the two classes. For example
“Java Programming Test” can be used for both computer
science and business students, but using different Evalu-

1The composition infrastructure of Learning Objects has to be ex-
tended to ease the reusability of tests. Currently in Virtual Campus you
can just compose simple tests in a big one, and no support is provided to
randomize the composition or other similar tasks.
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Figure 1. An example of Learning Object, Test Learning Object and Evaluation Learning Object

ation Learning Objects it is possible to evaluate business
students less strictly than computer science ones.

The evaluation information could be stored into the
Test Learning Object without introducing any new rela-
tionship, however in this way flexibility and reusability are
greatly reduced. Different Evaluation Learning Objects can
be used for the same Test Learning Object (achieving dif-
ferent evaluations every time), but no more than one evalu-
ator per time can be assigned to a test. However, it is worth
noting that an Evaluation Learning Object cannot be freely
bound to any Test Learning Object, due to the fact that the
Evaluation Learning Object should be able to interpret the
data contained into the Test Learning Object. The author-
ing environment takes care that only type compliant evalu-
ators are coupled to a given test by consulting the meta-data
contained into the Learning Objects. For a complete details
about Evaluation Learning Object meta-data see Tab. 3.

During the course customization process an instruc-
tor can be associated to an Evaluation Learning Object re-
quiring human based evaluation. Once this information is
provided, a workflow is generated and used to coordinate
the tasks where people is involved. As a result the pro-
cess of collecting the learners’ materials, presenting it to
the instructor, collecting the scores and notifying the stu-
dents is performed by the workflow management engine
that powers the Virtual Campus architecture. This feature
is very useful when the testing activities involve more than
one evaluator. In the example of Fig. 2 suppose the eval-
uation should be performed as follows: the first test is au-
tomatically evaluated and only succeeding students can go
on with the remaining tests, which are evaluated by teach-
ers. The workflow will take care of presenting the answers
to the teachers without having them to poll the students.

The introduction of Evaluation Learning Objects en-
ables an easy solution to the problem of aggregating into a
single score the results of inner Test Learning Objects com-
posing a complex one. Consider the example in Fig. 2, the

final score could be an average of the four inner test re-
sults (even if not all are positive scores), but also it could
be an average of the last three evaluations, with the con-
straint that the student succeeded the first test. Coupling an
Evaluation Learning Object with a complex Test Learning
Object allows to specify the aggregation policy to be used.

3.1 Virtual Campus Integration

Our approach integrates smoothly with the rich conceptual
framework provided by the Virtual Campus platform. We
are currently trying to define a taxonomy of possible test
types, in order to be able to couple tests with proper generic
evaluators; this taxonomy is in someway similar to IMS
QTI’s one [4], but we are trying to define it adequately
to our needs. We already identified the following types of
questions:

• Open answer questions: questions that require an-
swers made by sentences having no fixed structure.

• Closed answer questions: questions provided with a
set of answers, that student must state if they are true
or false.

• Numerical based questions: questions that require a
numeric answer.

• Code based questions: questions that require the stu-
dents to write a piece of code.

The purpose was not only to create a test type refer-
ence framework, but also to identify which kind of tests can
be applied with a particular focus on automating as much
as possible the evaluation processes. (See [8] for more de-
tails). Three main evaluation methods were identified:au-
tomated correction, manual correctionandhybrid correc-
tion. Closed answer questionsandnumerical based ques-
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Figure 2. An example of complex Test Learning Object

Test-Type states the Test Learning Object type that can be evaluated
Human-Intervention-Required specifies if human intervention is required
Manage-Complex-LO specifies if complex Learning Object can be managed.

Table 1. Some of the Evaluation Learning Object meta-data

tionscan be automatically corrected, supposing that knowl-
edge about the correct and incorrect answers is provided,
while open answersandcode based questionsrequire the
human intervention.

Evaluation Learning Object meta-data are used to
store such a information. In this way, when generating the
evaluation workflow the system will be able to recognize if
it must take into account human operation.

4 Related Works

Many e-learning tools and services have been developed to
manage content delivery and testing activities. The IMS
Global Learning Consortium has developed a standard for
testing activities, in particular the IMS Question and Test
Interoperability [4] specification describes a basic structure
for the representation of questions and their corresponding
answers, aiming at enabling their exchange between differ-
ent LMSs and authors. IMS work is very interesting and
other educational tools (as Perception by QuestionMark
[10] or web-based tools by Desire2Learn [5]) have been
developed with reference to this work, but the information
model underlying the IMS specification is not using Learn-
ing Objects, instead they propose their own model (called
ASI Information Model) composed by elements that are not
defined by the IEEE Learning Object standard. Within the
Virtual Campus project, we preferred to use the Learning
Object model to represent testing activities (test contents,

fruition and evaluation) without introducing new elements
in order to exploit Virtual Campus model richness and such
that tests can be easily exchanged as Learning Objects be-
tween different LMSs without any substantial modification.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

The introduction of Evaluation Learning Objects allowed
us to enhance testing activities in the Virtual Campus
project. The Virtual Campus conceptual model, based on
IEEE Learning Object standard, has proven to be a frame-
work powerful enough to to handle the complex relation-
ships and to supply the process support needed by tests. By
leveraging on a workflow engine, our approach eases the
automation of test activities, including, as far as possible,
evaluation and score notification. In particular by confin-
ing within an Evaluation Learning Object all the repetitive
tasks related to assessment, an improved test reusability is
achieved. Evaluation Learning Objects allow also to in-
sert information about people involved in the assessment
activities during the authoring of a course learning path. In
this way, the Virtual Campus environment can produce a
workflow that will manage such activities, easing the coor-
dination among learners and evaluators.

Moreover, we enriched the definition of complex Test
Learning Objects that has allowed us to embody in Virtual
Campus more complex testing activities, not only single
tests or questionnaires, but complete exams composed by



different parts.
Another interesting problem related to test activities is
the assessment of test results; we defined a taxonomy of
test types (see [8]) following IMS QTI specification [4]:
some of them may be corrected automatically (for example
true/false questions or single/multiple choice questions),
for others only a human teacher can establish if the test
answers are correct. With Evaluation Learning Objects we
can specify how to evaluate a test that can be automatically
corrected, nevertheless the evaluation of an open question
may be performed only by a human teacher. We are cur-
rently working on automatic code correction. However, if
a tool of automatic code correction would be desirable, it
is worth noting that it is impossible to establish automat-
ically program correctness, so human interaction with the
teacher is advised. In this scenario, the teacher configures
adequately the tools that automatically produces test cases
and results, reducing teacher activities, but the final evalua-
tion is given by the teacher her/himself, in order to produce
a more palatable assessment.
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